77th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management

August 4-8, 2017
Atlanta, Georgia, USA

PROGRAM ADDENDA
(last update: August 4, 2017 at 3:30 PM ET)

Please refer to the Online Program (http://program.aom.org/) for updates such as paper withdrawals, session title or description changes, participant role changes, and person name or affiliation updates.

I. TIME AND LOCATION CHANGES

Friday, August 4th
Session 36: "OMT Junior Faculty Consortium" room changed from M105 to L401,402 at the MAR.
Session 58: "OCIS Doctoral and Junior Faculty Consortium" room changed from Inman to International North at the HYR.
Session 105: "Climate Change – The Role of Strategy Research in Addressing One of Society’s Grand Challenges" room changed from Hanover Hall B to Embassy Hall D at the HYR.
Session 124: "OSCM Division Joint Junior Faculty and Doctoral Consortium (Part II)" time changed from 1:30pm-4pm to 1:30pm-5pm.
Session 163: "Organizational Behavior Doctoral Consortium Friday Session" room changed from Galleria 2 to Grand Ballroom C at the HIL.

Saturday, August 5th
Session 224: "Entrepreneurial Mindset Profile (EMP) Certification Workshop" room changed from Room 401 to Room 224 at the HIL.
Session 228: "2017 GDO Junior Faculty Consortium" time changed from 8am-12pm to 8am-1pm.
Session 241: "Discovering Your Solar System: Identifying and Crafting Your Research Identity" room changed from Room 305 to Room 212,213.
Session 296: "Tracing Processes and Change: What is Quality in Qualitative Research?" room changed from Room 303 to Galleria 8 at the HIL.
Session 314: "New Ways of Seeing Through Underutilized Qualitative Research Methods" room changed from Room 405,406 to Room 404,405 at the HIL.
Session 361: "Rigor in Qualitative Research: Reclaiming Conceptualizations and Operationalizations" room changed from Room 405,406 to Room 404,405 at the HIL.
Session 373: "Causality: Inference, Explanation, and Prediction" room changed from Room 223 to Galleria 1 at the HIL.
Session 460: "Business Policy and Strategy Division Mid-Career Consortium: Managing Your Evolving Career" room changed from Lenox to Inman at the HYR.
Session 471: "Asia Academy of Management Social" room changed from Embassy Hall E to Embassy Hall F in the HYR.
Session 488: "Iberoamerican Academy of Management Social" room changed from Marietta to Piedmont at the HYR.

Sunday, August 6th
Session 528: "Journal of Applied Behavioral Sciences Editorial Board Meeting: Associate Editors" room changed from Room 405 to Galleria 2 at the HIL.
Session 542: "AMR Editors Meeting" time changed from 9am-10:30am to 8:30am-10:30am.
Session 550: "Journal of Applied Behavioral Sciences: Editorial Board Meeting" room changed from Room 405 to Galleria 2 at the HIL.
Session 552: "SMA Board Meeting" time changed from 10am-12pm to 8am-10am.
Session 778: "GDO Executive Committee Dinner" venue changed from White Oak Kitchen & Cocktails to South City Kitchen Midtown.
Session 789: "Design@Darden Reception: Design Thinking for the Greater Good: Innovation in the Social Sector" room changed from Room 406 to Room 302 at the HIL.

HIL = Hilton Atlanta | HYR = Hyatt Regency Atlanta
MAR = Atlanta Marriott Marquis | OS = Offsite
Monday, August 7th
Session 1438: “Strategy & Eminent Scholar in International Management Award Presentation to Paul Beamish” room changed from Atrium Ballroom C to Atrium Ballroom B at the MAR.
Session 1522: “International Management Division Business Meeting” room changed from Atrium Ballroom C to Atrium Ballroom B at the MAR.
Session 1537: “SIM Social” will now be held offsite from 6:30pm-8pm at the Historic Academy of Medicine.
Session 1548: “Annual BYU Ice Cream Social at the Academy of Management Conference” room changed from Atrium Ballroom B to Marquis Salon C at the MAR.

Tuesday, August 8th
None.

II. SESSION ADDITIONS

Friday, August 4th
Session 2160: “Master of Management Development (MMD)-Day 1” is scheduled from 6pm-7pm at HYR in Kennesaw.
Session 2175: “UVA Darden School Reception on Effectuation” is scheduled from 5pm-7pm at HIL in Room 309.

Saturday, August 5th
Session 2163: “Journal of Supply Chain Management Associate Editors’ Meeting” is scheduled from 3pm-5pm at HIL in Room 207.
Session 2162: “Journal of Supply Chain Management Best Paper Session and Reception” is scheduled from 5:30pm-7:30pm at HIL in Room 305.
Session 2163: “Master of Management Development (MMD)-Day 2” is scheduled from 6pm-7pm at HYR in Kennesaw.
Session 2166: “Early Career Research Workshop: Increasing the visibility of your journal article” is scheduled from 2pm-3:30pm at HYR in Embassy Hall F.
Session 2167: “IFERA@AOM - IFERA-hosted reception for scholars interested in family business research” is scheduled from 5:30pm-8pm at HIL in Galleria 8.
Session 2176: “The Human Resource Management Review Board Meeting” is scheduled from 4pm-5:30pm at MAR in Lobby L506.
Session 2177: “International Journal of Human Resource Management Editorial Meeting” is scheduled from 5pm-7pm at HIL in Room 202.
Session 2180: “RCRC Gathering - Networking with the Relational Coordination Research Collaborative” is scheduled from 4pm-5pm at HIL in Room 402.
Session 2183: “30 years of QCA and “The Comparative Method”: Taking Stock and Moving Forward” is scheduled from 2:15pm-4:15pm at HYR in Regency Ballroom VI.
Session 2186: “Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice Associate Editors Meeting” is scheduled from 10:00am-11:30am at HYR in Kennesaw.
Session 2187: “Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about Publishing but Were Afraid to Ask” is scheduled from 1pm-2pm at HYR in Kennesaw.
Session 2188: “Journal of Management Inquiry Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 3pm-4:30pm at MAR in Marquis M109.
Session 2189: “Alliance Manchester Business School reception at the Academy of Management” is scheduled 7pm-9pm at MAR in Lobby L405,406.
Session 2197: “Journal of Family Business Strategy - Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 11:30am-1:30pm at HIL in Room 310.

Sunday, August 6th
Session 2164: “Master of Management Development (MMD)-Day 3” is scheduled from 6pm-7pm at HYR in Hanover Hall B.
Session 2168: “Celebrating the life and work of Andre Delbecq” is scheduled from 11am-1pm at HIL in Galleria 4.
Session 2169: “EMR Editorial Board Meeting (2-4pm); DM Student & Alumni Meeting (4-6pm)” is scheduled from 2pm-6pm at MAR in Lobby L406.
Session 2370: “Network of Leadership Scholars (NLS) Awards Presentation” is scheduled from 4:15pm-5:15pm at HIL in Galleria 2.
Session 2371: “Network of Leadership Scholars (NLS) Reception” is scheduled from 5:30pm-7pm at HIL in Galleria 3.
Session 2378: “Innovation, Organization & Management Editorial Meeting” is scheduled from 2pm-3pm at MAR in Marquis M201.
Session 2379: “Journal of Business Venturing Editors' Meeting” is scheduled from 2pm-5pm at HIL in Room 407.
Session 2381: “International Association for Business and Society Board Meeting” is scheduled from 6pm-9pm at MAR in room L401.
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Sunday, August 6th (continued)
Session 2182: “Management Faculty of Color Association (MFCA) Business Meeting and Social” is scheduled from 6pm-10pm at HIL in Room 210, 211.
Session 2184: “EAM International Committee Meeting” is scheduled from 11am-1pm at the MAR in room L405.
Session 2185: “EAM Board Meeting” is scheduled from 1:15pm-3:15pm at the MAR in room L405.
Session 2190: “ODEA AOM Meeting” is scheduled from 8am-12pm at HIL in Room 402.
Session 2191: “Organization Management Journal Annual Meeting” is scheduled from 2pm-3:30pm at HIL in Room 406.
Session 2192: “Business & Society Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 4:30pm-6pm at MAR in Atrium A703.
Session 2193: “Journal of Management Editorial Board Meeting and Reception” is scheduled from 4:30pm-6:30pm at the MAR in Atrium A705.
Session 2194: “SIM Dissertation Award” is scheduled from 12:30pm-2pm at the MAR in M105.
Session 2195: “Executive Board Meeting-Africa Academy of Management” is scheduled from 2pm-5pm at the MAR in Room M109.
Session 2198: “ESSEC Business School Reception” is scheduled from 6:30pm-8:30pm at MAR in Atrium A708.
Session 2199: “Editorial Board Meeting for the Journal of Trust Research” is scheduled from 12pm-1pm at HIL in Room 204.

Monday, August 7th
Session 2166: “Master of Management Development (MMD)-Day 4” is scheduled from 6:30pm-7:30pm at HYR in Kennesaw.
Session 2173: “CWRU, Weatherhead Organizational Behavior Dept/Doctor of Management Annual Reception” is scheduled from 8:30pm-10:30pm at MAR in Atrium A602.
Session 2195: “Executive Board Meeting-Africa Academy of Management” is scheduled from 2pm-5pm at the MAR in M109.
Session 2200: “Cross Cultural & Strategic Management Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 11:30am-12:30pm at HYR in Hanover B.

Tuesday, August 9th
None.

III. SESSION CANCELLATIONS

Friday, August 4th
Session 121: “Beyond Authenticity - Towards a Systematic Evaluation of Case Based Teaching and Learning” is cancelled.

Saturday, August 5th
Session 640: “Deception, Misconduct, Disloyalty, and Disengagement” is cancelled.

Sunday, August 6th
TLC Session 533: “Letting Go: Supporting Students Build Bridges Across the University and Workplace Interface” is cancelled.
TLC Session 534: “Theoretical Humour: Utilizing Graphic Novel Elements to Improve Pre-Classroom Reading” is cancelled.
TLC Session 712: “Better Meeting Employers’ Needs: Classroom Opportunities from Practitioners Across Disciplines” is cancelled.

Monday, August 7th
None.

Tuesday, August 8th
None.

IV. OTHER CHANGES

Please refer to the Online Program (http://program.aom.org/) for updates such as paper withdrawals, session title or description changes, participant role changes, and person name or affiliation updates.